Private Beijing Tour Packages

- Looking for a personal tour guide escorting your Beijing tours?
- Would like to travel with a private vehicle?
- Want to make your own itinerary and schedule?
- Do not want to travel with strangers?

Just take a private tour!

We provide many kinds of private tours in and around Beijing. It’s an affordable and luxury way to see and enjoy Beijing with comfortable private vehicle and qualified guide speaking your language. You do not have to travel with strangers, catch sharp times, or do many things like a typical tourist.

Beijing Private Tours

Here we provide the (private) Beijing tour packages, ranging from half day to 7 days.

These are “standard” Beijing tour programs. Usally you can just choose one and make a reservation with us. But as we are a local travel agency and not a booking machine, you may make changes to the itinerary to fit your special need or interest.

Visit us now: www.beijingholiday.com  info@beijingholiday.com
It’s easy: choose a tour package, fill your information in the inquiry form, and tell us your special needs in the text box and click on "submit". We will reply to you in less than 24 hours.

- BJH-P-11: Half Day Beijing Night Show Tour from US$23 p/p
- BJH-P-01: Half Day Beijing Hutong Highlights Tour from US$38 p/p
- BJH-P-10: 1 Day Olympic Village and Summer Palace Tour from US$40 p/p
- BJH-P-09: 1 Day Beijing Classic Tour from US$33 p/p
- BJH-P-08: 1 Day Badaling Great Wall & Ming Tombs Tour from US$43 p/p
- BJH-P-02: 2 Days Beijing Essence Tour from US$117 p/p
- BJH-P-03: 3 Days Beijing Highlights Tour from US$135 p/p
- BJH-P-04: 4 Days Classic Beijing Tour from US$147 p/p
- BJH-P-05: 5 Days Beijing Tour with Hutongs from US$205 p/p
- BJH-P-06: 6 Days In-depth Beijing Tour with Great Wall from US$276 p/p
- BJH-P-07: 7 Days Beijing & Chengde Essence Tour from US$310 p/p

Scroll down and you will see more summary information of these Beijing tour packages.

If you are traveling on a budget or want to join a group, check our Beijing Bus Tours.